Disparities Between Industrial and Surgical Ergonomics
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Abstract. A surgeon’s work environment and working conditions are often harsher than those of an industrial worker. Accepted principles and regulations of ergonomics in manufacturing are largely ignored or absent in the medical/surgical domain. Examples include poor surgical tool handle design, awkward and stressful surgical postures, and prolonged standing without breaks and without a foot mat. In these and other areas, there are documented “best practices” for industrial hygiene and ergonomics that are not yet widely accepted for surgery. There is support in the literature for innovations in surgical ergonomics, yet adoption is not widespread. In the absence of these ergonomic principles, surgical repetitive strain injuries in minimally invasive surgery are reaching epidemic levels. As ergonomists, it falls upon us to understand why current solutions have not been widely adopted within this domain, and to derive solutions to the unique challenges of surgery.
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1. Introduction

Medical technology is exhibiting growth and development at a pace unrivaled in any previous time in history. Modern medicine provides sophisticated life-saving technologies such as artificial hearts, surgical robotics, advanced imaging, informatics, and computer-guided surgical navigation systems [20]. New devices are continually being introduced to the operating room. These advanced technologies have reduced morbidity and mortality for patients, and brought about interventions to improve the quality of patients’ lives. Yet despite all these advances, the room in which surgery takes place remains fundamentally unchanged for the surgeon. While technology advances, the human element that wields the scalpel is still subjected to a harsh working environment.

This harsh working environment can impact the safety of the patient and the safety of the surgeon. The stressful environment can lead to fatigue and pain, which may limit surgeons’ margin of safety, and possibly contribute to poorer outcomes. The principles of ergonomic design of the workspace, task and tools may hold some value in mitigating the stress and improving performance.

2. State of surgical ergonomics

Ergonomic principles can be applied to a range of aspects of the surgical environment. The quality of the environment is not consistent across these different aspects.

Some aspects of surgical ergonomics are near optimal. Lighting in the operating room is recognized as essential to task performance, and is a key aspect of an operating room. Lighting of the surgical field typically includes multiple light sources that are high intensity, with adjustable brightness and flexible location. Similarly, environmental temperature and air quality generally are well regulated and pose no threat to the health and wellbeing of the surgeon.

Other aspects of surgical ergonomics, such as surgical instrument design, present a conundrum. On one hand, the array of instruments available reflects an excessive attention to optimizing instruments to specialized functions. Some of the earliest ergonomic studies involved optimizing tools for particular tasks, such as the seminal work by Taylor optimizing shovels for coal workers [21]. In the domain of surgical tools, for example, there are at least 162 classes of...
surgical instruments used in general surgery alone [9]. Tools are often adapted by surgeons continually to fit the specific needs of a given procedure or situation. In contrast to the wide array of instruments, there are very few variations in the grip of the instruments, and seemingly little work has been done with optimizing the handles. The vast majority of the customization takes place on the “sharp” end of the instrument.

Fig. 1. Surgical scissors from a civil-war era surgical kit, circa 1850 [Collection of Dr. Michael Echols, used by permission].

Not only is the design of handles comparatively limited, but also aspects of some of the most commonly used designs used have remained the same for over a century. For example, a typical pair of surgical scissors has simple loop handles (Figure 1). These handles are typically thin, nearly circular, and symmetrical. In contrast, scissors used outside the operating room vary widely in design, but often have molded handles for distributing pressure and avoiding injury. They are commonly available in right and left handed versions, as well as a range of sizes (child, adult, etc.) to accommodate different hand sizes (Figure 2).

Surgical gloves are made to fit hands of varying sizes, and gloves typically range from size 5.5 to size 9. A given instrument that fits into those hands is typically available only in a single size [1]. A mismatch between the hand and instrument can have significant negative consequences. These mismatches are more evident in certain domains of surgery. Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), for example, faces particularly difficult challenges. In minimally invasive surgery, procedures have been designed to facilitate minimal damage to the patient’s tissue. Unfortunately, the convenience to the patient comes at the price of a number of additional constraints on the surgeons. These constraints have resulted in ergonomic challenges to MIS practitioners.

Laparoscopic surgeons who use smaller gloves (i.e. have smaller hands) are significantly more likely to report musculoskeletal problems [1]. Those outcomes are not rare, and the prevalence of musculoskeletal complaints in laparoscopic surgeons is not limited to hands. Over 86% of laparoscopic surgeons [14] and 94% of surgeons performing Mohs surgery [7] reported physical symptoms associated with surgery, with complaints ranging from their hands arms and lower extremities to their eyes, neck and back [7, 14].

There are some other aspects of ergonomics in surgery that are unequivocally poor. Surgeons endure long durations of work in static or near static standing postures on hard surfaces with few if any breaks [15]. The displays of patient monitors are often placed in awkward positions, resulting in awkward neck postures [15, 23]. Workplace layout is often sub-optimal [19, 25].

3. Surgery as a Unique Domain

There are constraints to improving the environment in every workplace. The surgical work environment is burdened with a number of constraints and barriers to improving ergonomics. These include the organic nature of the workspace, uniqueness of each patient, the environmental and regulatory demands, and the time sensitive nature of the work.

- **Organic workspace:** The anatomy of a human patient is not subject to redesign for optimal work environment. The geometry of the human body (patient) is an immutable constraint on the
positioning of the surgeon and surgical tools. Optimizing is therefore difficult.

- **Unique patients**: Because people are not all identical, standard work is difficult to establish. Anatomical variation between patients necessitates variations in procedure, variations in tool placement and variations in tool use.

- **Time-sensitive work**: Surgical procedures often last for hours. This despite the fact that surgeons strive to minimize procedure length for a number of reasons. Operating room time is an expensive commodity. Additionally, shorter procedure duration is associated with faster recovery and better outcomes [e.g. 4, 16]. This time pressure may be a factor in the dearth of regularly scheduled breaks for surgeons. Surgeons also may be reluctant to take a break in the middle of a procedure for reasons associated with maintaining continuity of care.

- **Environmental and regulatory demands**: Surgical instruments are subject to strict regulatory requirements. In America, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates instruments as medical devices. Instruments that are non-disposable must be constructed so that they can be safely cleaned. This restricts both the materials that can be used (e.g. usually non-porous) and the geometry of the instrument (e.g. to allow effective cleaning without reservoirs for contaminants). These rigorous demands constrain optimal ergonomic designs.

All of these aspects of the surgical domain create an environment in which common industrial ergonomic solutions may not be applicable.

### 4. Long-Standing Problems

Ergonomists have been decrying the lack of sound ergonomic practices in the operating room since at least 1914 [5]. Since that time, the field of industrial ergonomics has amassed a significant body of evidence supporting some basic principles of good ergonomic work design. There is consensus regarding a number of risk factors that should be avoided in the work environment in order to minimize risk of injury. Despite these constraints, there may be simple principles that can help minimize these risks. These risk factors include use of force, repetition, awkward postures, static postures, and exposure to vibration [2, 13].

For example, remedies for prolonged standing work have been implemented to some extent in industry. The use of anti-fatigue floor matting is mandated by some labor unions in the US for workers who stand for prolonged periods, and the US Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) recommends anti-fatigue matting for those a number of specific job-types that involve prolonged standing [6, 17]. Lower extremity injury and has been studied extensively [3, 8, 17]. The use of anti-fatigue matting in the operating room is uncommon.

As mentioned previously, awkward postures and static postures are also known in industry as a source of musculoskeletal disorders. However, there is large variability in the way that surgeons position themselves with respect to the patient during surgery. Commonly used postures often mandate activity outside recommended safe ranges of motion, leading to increased risk of physical injury, even when there are better alternative postures that are well established [25].

Similarly, there have been significant levels of research in the surgical domain regarding ergonomics. Topics include the placement of patient monitors [11, 22, 23], the height of the surgical table [10, 15, 18], the contents of surgical equipment trays [19], instrument handle design [12, 18, 24]. Despite this research, poor environments still pervade operating rooms.

This conduct of controlled, empirical research into surgical ergonomics has proven necessary but not sufficient to correct the prevalent problems in the operating room. Education may be the missing link. There is a documented lack of awareness to ergonomic issues by surgeons. A majority (57%) of Laparoscopic —arguably the surgeons most affected by MSDs—report little or no knowledge of ergonomics [14]. Resolving the problems of surgical ergonomics may require more than the development of the solutions themselves. Improving surgeon knowledge of sound, basic ergonomic principles and practices may be the most pressing agenda for surgical ergonomics.

### 5. Conclusions

Surgical ergonomics does not suffer from lack of attention. The foundations of industrial ergonomics were established nearly simultaneously with surgical ergonomics. Problems are well documented since at least 1911, and improved practice recommendations exist for a number of problematic practices in both
industry and surgery [5, 21]. While industrial ergonomics has flourished, penetration into the domain of surgery is only now improving, notably in Minimally Invasive Surgery, where the ergonomic problems are so pronounced. However, recommended practices and design-based solutions must take into account the unique nature of the surgical environments. A key to improving surgical ergonomics may lie not merely in research and design, but also in the relatively neglected domain of surgical education.
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